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Nanocrystal size distribution analysis from transmis-
sion electron microscopy images†

Martijn van Sebille,∗a Laurens J. P. van der Maaten,b Ling Xie,c Karol Jarolimek,a Rudi
Santbergen,a René A. C. M. M. van Swaaij,a Klaus Leifer,c and Miro Zemana

We propose a method with minimal bias caused by user input to quickly detect and measure the
nanocrystal size distribution from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images using a com-
bination of Laplacian of Gaussian filters and non-maximum suppression. We demonstrate the
proposed method on bright-field TEM images of an a-SiC:H sample containing embedded silicon
nanocrystals with varying magnifications and we compare the accuracy and speed with size dis-
tributions obtained by manual measurements, a thresholding method and PEBBLES. Finally, we
analytically consider the error induced by slicing nanocrystals during TEM sample preparation on
the measured nanocrystal size distribution and formulate an equation to correct for this effect.

1 Introduction
Silicon nanocrystals embedded in a high band gap Si-rich alloy
form interesting materials that can be used as top cells of multi-
junction solar cells. The band gap of these materials can be tuned
by the nanocrystal size.1 This allows to minimize thermalization
losses and thereby increase the solar-cell efficiency. The mean
and deviation of nanocrystal size are crucial parameters in deter-
mining the optical properties of the material,2,3 and electronic
transport properties in photovoltaic devices.4 Furthermore, for
silicon nanocrystals with a sufficiently narrow size distribution
and which are closely spaced, a miniband will form and result
in an increase of the effective band gap of the superlattice ma-
terial.5 Therefore, controlling both the mean size and the size
distribution of silicon nanocrystals is of great importance.

Limited by the nanometer-scale dimensions of nanocrystals,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the only direct mea-
surement tool capable of capturing the size and shape of embed-
ded nanocrystals. Although silicon nanocrystal size distributions
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CD Delft, The Netherlands; E-mail: m.vansebille@tudelft.nl
b Pattern Recognition Laboratory, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 4, 2628 CD
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† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [details of any supplemen-
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obtained from TEM images have been reported (e.g. Ref3,6,7,8),
the method used to obtain these distributions is either unclear,
performed using closed source software or without the possibility
to verify which nanocrystals were measured.

When we consider nanocrystals of different materials, we find
more and clearer methods are used, but all lack either in analysis
speed, accuracy, or both. These analyses are typically carried out
manually or by thresholding methods (e.g. Ref9,10,11). Manual
measuring is very time-consuming and can be biased by subjective
choices and expectations. Thresholding methods face difficulties
when applied to images with background inhomogeneities. These
methods typically need high quality TEM images with high signal-
to-noise ratios and homogeneous backgrounds to function prop-
erly. Furthermore, poor choice of threshold settings might lead to
biased results.12

A different approach was reported by Mondini et al. They
demonstrated PEBBLES, a method based on fitting each
nanocrystal individually with an intensity profile.13 This method
is not sensitive to inhomogeneous background or global contrast
differences. However, with an analysis speed of 1 nanocrystal/s
under favorable conditions and significantly slower speeds for
sub-optimal conditions13 analyzing several images with hundreds
of nanocrystals is time-consuming. So, a quick method to mea-
sure nanocrystals in TEM images with minimal user input to min-
imize user bias has been lacking.

We propose a semi-automatic method to quickly measure the
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sizes of nanocrystals in any type of TEM image in order to obtain
the nanocrystal size distribution, using a combination of Lapla-
cian of Gaussian (LoG) filters, non-maximum suppression, and a
boundary overlay. The only user input required is a minimum
and a maximum nanocrystal size, and a non-maximum suppres-
sion threshold value. After applying the automated part of the
method, the user is able to judge the quality of the result in a
manual verification step. We also show in this paper that these
parameters can be determined for one image and then be accu-
rately used in similar images. Furthermore, we analytically con-
sider the effect of slicing nanocrystals during sample preparation
on the nanocrystal distribution as measured with TEM. We estab-
lish equations describing this effect and propose a simple method
to correct for it.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the exper-
imental details under which the sample was fabricated and mea-
sured in section 2. Next, we describe the principles and math-
ematics behind the developed method in section 3 and we go
through the method step by step, demonstrating the steps on a
small section of a bright-field TEM (BF-TEM) image. The results
of applying our method on a validation and several testing images
is shown in section 4. Finally we validate the method and show
that the method parameters can be safely transfered between sim-
ilar images in section 5.

2 Experimental details
All TEM images were made on the same sample. We deposited
a-Si0.71C0.29:H on quartz substrates from G.M. Associates in a ra-
dio frequency plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition reac-
tor operating at 13.56 MHz. The sample was deposited and an-
nealed with the following deposition parameters: a power density
of 0.139 Wcm−2, substrate temperature of 360 ◦C, and SiH4 and
CH4 flows of 10.2 sccm and 91.8 sccm, respectively. After deposi-
tion the sample was annealed in a furnace at 1100 ◦C for 60 min.

TEM measurements were performed using a FEI TECNAI F30ST
microscope equipped with a field emission gun operated at
300 keV. Conventional TEM sample preparation techniques in-
cluding mechanical polishing and grazing incidence (6◦, 5 kV)
Ar-ion milling was used to obtain samples in plan-view geome-
try.

All computer assisted analyses were performed on a computer
with Intel Core2 Quad CPU at 2.66 GHz, with 4 GB RAM and 64-
bit operating system, using MATLAB R2015A.

3 Theory, method and distribution correc-
tion

3.1 Theory

The analysis method is based on the application of Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG) filters, which are commonly used in image pro-
cessing.14,15,16 These filters are blob-detectors which respond to

circular image structures with certain sizes, determined by their
scale parameters. This makes these filters very suitable for the
detection of nanocrystals in TEM images. LoG filters combine a
Gaussian and Laplacian filter in one. The Gaussian filter G serves
to reduce noise by smoothing the image and is given by:

G(x,y,σ) =
1

2πσ2 exp
(
−x2 + y2

2σ2

)
, (1)

where x and y are the two dimensions of the image, and σ is the
scale parameter. The Laplacian filter is the sum of the second
spatial derivative in x- and y-directions, and calculates the local
curvature of intensities in the image I(x,y) and is given by:

L(x,y) =
∂ 2I
∂x2 +

∂ 2I
∂y2 . (2)

Combining these two filters results in the second spatial derivative
of the Gaussian filter, or Laplacian of Gaussian filter ∇2G:

∇
2G(x,y,σ) =

∂ 2G
∂x2 +

∂ 2G
∂y2 . (3)

An example of a LoG filter is shown in figure 1. The scale
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Fig. 1 A normalized LoG filter with σ = 8 nm.

parameter σ determines the width of the LoG filter in x- and y-
dimensions. A range of LoG filters with different scale parameters
is applied. All possible scales within this range are referred to as
the scale space. The scale space is sampled linearly, since the
nanocrystal size distributions are expected to be relatively nar-
row, spanning one or at most two orders of magnitude.

The intensity of the response of LoG filters is used in a later step
to determine the position and size of the detected nanocrystals,
as described in section 3.2.3. This response decreases as its scale
parameter increases, so in order to prevent a bias towards smaller
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scales, the LoG filters are normalized by multiplying them with
σ2:14

∇
2
normG(x,y,σ) = σ

2
(

∂ 2G
∂x2 +

∂ 2G
∂y2

)
, (4)

where ∇2
normG(x,y,σ) is the normalized Laplacian of Gaussian

(NLoG) filter. NLoG filters are applied by convoluting the original
image I(x,y) with the NLoG filter ∇2

normG, resulting in a three-
dimensional response image f (x,y,σ)15:

f (x,y,σ) = ∇
2
normG(x,y,σ)∗ I(x,y). (5)

The response of an NLoG filter achieves a maximum amplitude
at the center of the nanocrystal, provided the scale of the NLoG fil-
ter matches the scale of the nanocrystal. For disks, this is the case
when the zero-crossing of an NLoG filter overlaps with the edge of
the nanocrystal and can be expressed as σ = r/

√
2, where r is the

nanocrystal radius in the TEM image. However, for the intensity
profiles of nanocrystals in amorphous silicon alloys this is not the
case, shown in figure 2. The ratio between a nanocrystal radius
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Fig. 2 1D intensity profile of a nanocrystal with radius of 4.2 nm (blue
line), the LoG filter corresponding to the maximum intensity response,
with σ of 2.53 nm (black solid line) and zero intensity (black dashed line).

and its matching scale parameter was obtained using the valida-
tion image (see section 4.1). The ratio was determined for all cor-
rectly detected nanocrystals (the number of detected nanocrystals
minus false positives) and was found to be 1.52 ± 0.113, so:

σ =
r

1.52
. (6)

This will be used in section 3.2.2.

3.2 Method

The semi-automatic method consists of a series of steps in order to
quickly determine the position and nanocrystal size distribution
within a TEM image. These steps are:

1. Preprocessing of the image

2. Convolution of TEM image with NLoG filters within a sam-
pled scale space

3. Determining the position and characteristic scale of
nanocrystals by finding the local maximums in the 3D NLoG
response and subsequent application of non-maximum sup-
pression

4. Verification of analysis by overlaying the obtained nanocrys-
tal positions and boundaries on the original TEM image

These steps will be discussed in more detail below. The
method is available as MATLAB code as Electronic Supplementary
Information.†

3.2.1 Preprocessing.

During preprocessing the contrast of a raw TEM image is adjusted
for two purposes. The first is to make the contrast profiles sim-
ilar for the different TEM images. This allows us to determine
the optimal non-maximum suppression threshold value, as de-
scribed in section 3.2.3, and directly apply it to comparable TEM
images. The second reason is to ensure the user can clearly dis-
tinguish the nanocrystals from the background, allowing the user
to verify whether the method worked correctly, as described in
section 3.2.4. Preprocessing is realized by normalizing the inten-
sity of the image I(x,y) and subsequently changing the contrast
to match a normally distributed histogram with mean and stan-
dard deviation of 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. This is achieved by a
gray-scale transformation T to minimize

|c1(T (k))− c0(k)| , (7)

where c0 is the cumulative histogram of I(x,y) and c1 is the cumu-
lative sum of the normally distributed histogram for all intensities
k.17 The result is that all images have comparable contrast. Note
that all analyses were performed after these preprocessing steps,
except for the PEBBLES method, which uses the original TEM
image.

3.2.2 Convolution with NLoG filters.

The scale space range is determined by estimating the range
of nanocrystal radii in the TEM image. The smallest expected
nanocrystal size is determined by an optimization using the val-
idation image, described in section 4.1. The step size in ex-
pected nanocrystal radii is set by an increment of 1 pixel and the
largest nanocrystal radius is estimated by the user. The largest
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nanocrystal can be estimated by manually guessing or measur-
ing the largest nanocrystal in a given image. The expected range
of nanocrystal sizes is then multiplied by 0.6, according to equa-
tion 6 to obtain the sampled scale space. Note that when the
largest nanocrystal radius to be detected is set too small, the
biggest nanocrystals will not be detected correctly, resulting in a
bias towards smaller nanocrystals. However, this can be verified
quickly in the verification step, discussed in section 3.2.4. When
the largest nanocrystal is set too big, computation times will in-
crease and there is a risk of incorrectly detecting other, larger fea-
tures, should there be any. When the smallest nanocrystal radius
to be expected is set too small, there is a risk of falsely detecting
noise as nanocrystals. Alternatively, when the smallest expected
nanocrystal size is too large, the smallest nanocrystals might not
be detected and there might be a bias towards bigger nanocrys-
tals.

To illustrate this step, we consider a small section of a BF-TEM
image, shown in figure 3a, containing several small nanocrys-
tals and a bigger nanocrystal near the top of the image. Fig-

10 nm 10 nm

10 nm 10 nm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

B

AA

B

Fig. 3 (a) A section of a BF-TEM image with several nanocrystals of
different sizes. The result of the convolutions of the original image with
NLoG filters with σ of 1.9 nm (b) and 4.3 nm (c), corresponding to
nanocrystal radii of 2.9 nm and 6.5 nm, respectively. Figures (b) and (c)
are displayed with the same color scale, which indicates the intensity of
the resulting response image f (x,y,σ), see equation 5. (d) Nanocrystals
encircled to verify correct identification of nanocrystals.

ures 3b and 3c show the result of the convolutions of the original

TEM image with NLoG filters with scales of 1.9 nm and 4.3 nm, re-
spectively. The result of the small NLoG filter, shown in figure 3b,
is that the contrast for the small nanocrystal (labeled B) is en-
hanced. Also note that the bigger nanocrystal (labeled A) results
in a relatively low intensity. Since the background noise feature
size is quite close to the size of the smallest nanocrystals, the
background noise is also enhanced to some extent, although not
as significantly as the small nanocrystals. The result of the larger
NLoG filter, shown in figure 3c, is that the largest nanocrystal
A is enhanced with the highest image intensity in its center. The
smaller nanocrystals are also detected, but their intensity is lower,
indicating that the scale parameter of this NLoG filter is not the
best match for these nanocrystals.

3.2.3 Determining the position and characteristic scale of
nanocrystals.

Next, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is applied to simultane-
ously determine the nanocrystal position and size, and to dis-
card noise. This is achieved by finding the local maximum val-
ues in the three-dimensional response image f (x,y,σ), from equa-
tion 5. In order to prevent the false detection of noise as nanocrys-
tals, a maximum is only considered as such when it is the max-
imum value within its local 5× 5× 5 pixel-subset of the three-
dimensional array and if its value is equal to or larger than the
NMS threshold. The physical size of 5 pixels depends on the pixel
size of the TEM image and ranges between 1.035 nm to 2.880 nm
for the images used in this study.

The first of these two conditions causes only the best scale
space-nanocrystal match to show up as a maximum. If we con-
sider figure 3c, we see that a scale parameter of 4.3 nm enhances
the smallest nanocrystal (labeled B), with its center the local in-
tensity peak in the (x,y) plane. However, in scale space, it is not
the maximum, since figure 3b shows the same nanocrystal with
higher intensity. In scale space, the intensity at that position will
change and peak at the best scale space-nanocrystal match.

The second requirement, stating that each intensity peak in the
local 5× 5× 5 sub-array should at least be as high as the NMS
threshold value, discards noise. Figures 3b and 3c show sev-
eral lower intensity peaks due to background noise. These peaks
might have a local maximum at some scale parameter, but they
are not nanocrystals. The NMS threshold prevents the noise from
being detected as nanocrystals. The NMS threshold value influ-
ences the outcome of the procedure significantly and could lead
to inaccurate results if applied incorrectly. However, we will show
that this threshold can be determined for one type of TEM image
and can then be safely and correctly applied to similar TEM im-
ages, limiting user-caused bias. Furthermore, the next step is used
to manually verify the outcome of the automated method and an
incorrect value will be clear.
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3.2.4 Verification.

After obtaining a three-dimensional array with nanocrystal posi-
tion and size, the outcome can be verified by overlaying the re-
sults with the original TEM image, as shown in figure 3d. This al-
lows for a quick verification of the applied parameters and shows
whether anything has been set incorrectly. A too low value for the
largest nanocrystal would reveal the biggest nanocrystals not en-
circled. When the NMS threshold parameter is set too low, noisy
background peaks will be encircled and when set too high, some
nanocrystals will not be encircled.

3.3 Distribution correction

During TEM sample preparation the sample is thinned to several
tens of nanometers. When the sample thickness t approaches the
size of nanocrystals, the chance of slicing a significant number
of nanocrystals increases and thus the measured nanocrystal size
distribution will get distorted. For simplicity, we will assume all
nanocrystals are spherically shaped. When a nanocrystal is de-
picted in a TEM image, we observe its two-dimensional projection
of the three-dimensional spherical nanocrystal.

There are three cases we should consider: (i) when the
nanocrystal’s center is inside the sample, (ii) when its center is
less than R outside the sample, and (iii) when the nanocrystal’s
center is more than R outside the sample. Since we observe the
nanocrystal’s 2D projection, and we are using transmission mea-
surements, for case (i) the apparent radius r is the same as its true
radius R and will show up as such in the TEM image, as shown
schematically in figure 4a. However, when a nanocrystal is sliced

t

R r

r

t+2R

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Schematic of a sample (light gray) with a nanocrystal (dark gray),
with its center (•) inside the sample (a) and up to R outside the sample
(b)

during sample preparation and its center is located up to R out-

side the sample (case ii), the apparent radius R will differ from
r, as shown in figure 4b. The third case, when a nanocrystal is
located more than R outside the sample (case iii), it will not be
measured at all. We assume that the nanocrystals are distributed
randomly throughout the sample. Nanocrystals that show up in
TEM images have their center located within t+2R. With this, the
probability Poutside of a nanocrystal’s center for a given nanocrys-
tal in the image being located up to R outside the sample, can be
expressed as follows:

Poutside (t,R) =
2R

t +2R
. (8)

The probability of a nanocrystal’s center being located inside the
sample is then:

Pinside (t,R) = 1− 2R
t +2R

=
t

t +2R
. (9)

If a nanocrystal, shown schematically in figure 5, is sliced it hap-
pens at a random position, so every position x is equally likely.
The probability density function fapparent of finding an apparent

R
x
r

∂x

∂r

Fig. 5 A nanocrystal shown schematically.

radius r is then:

fapparent (r) =C
∂x
∂ r

, (10)

where C is a normalization constant. According to Pythagoras’
theorem:

x2 + r2 = R2, (11)

which can be rewritten to:

x =±
√

R2− r2. (12)

After finding and replacing the normalization constant in equa-
tion 15, the positive and negative versions of equation 12 both
lead to equation 16. For simplicity we will continue the derivation
with only the negative one. This leads to the following derivative:

∂x
∂ r

=
−r√

R2− r2
. (13)

Combining equations 10 and 13 gives:

fapparent (r) =C
−r√

R2− r2
. (14)
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The normalization constant C can be found by equating:∫ R

0
fapparent (r) dx = 1→C =

−1
R

. (15)

Combining equations 14 and 15 leads to:

fapparent (r) =
r

R
√

R2− r2
. (16)

The probability Papparent of finding a nanocrystal with apparent
radius r in the interval a≤ r ≤ b can then be calculated with:

Papparent (r) =
∫ b

a

r

R
√

R2− r2
dr. (17)

For a nanocrystal with real radius of 5 nm, the result is shown in
figure 6. The apparent radius for a nanocrystal measured by TEM
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Fig. 6 Probability of finding apparent radius r for real radius R of 5 nm,
when the nanocrystal is sliced at a random position.

depends on the real radius R and the sample thickness t and by
combining equations 8, 9 and 17 can be written as follows:

r (R, t) = R
[

2R
t +2R

∫ R

0

r

R
√

R2− r2
dr+

t
t +2R

]
. (18)

This equation can be used on a known nanocrystal size distribu-
tion in order to calculate the distribution of apparent radius r, for
a given sample thickness, as shown in figure 7. This figure shows
that the apparent nanocrystal size distribution can be significantly
different from its real nanocrystal size distribution, depending on
the nanocrystal size and sample thickness. Greater nanocrystal
radii and a thinner sample thickness leading to more distorted
apparent size distributions.

In practice the real size distribution is unknown. From TEM
images we can obtain the size distribution of apparent radii and
from the sample preparation we can get a close approximation of
the sample thickness. We can then fit the real nanocrystal size dis-
tribution using equation 18, thereby correcting for possible slicing
of nanocrystals.
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r for t = 30 nm

r for t = 10 nm

Fig. 7 A log-normally distributed real nanocrystal radius R with
µ = 1.5 nm and σ = 0.2 nm (green) and apparent radius distribution r for
sample thickness of 30 nm and 10 nm shown in red and blue, respectively.

4 Results
The proposed method to determine the nanocrystal size distri-
bution will be demonstrated and tested as follows. It will be
calibrated using a validation image, a BF-TEM image, shown in
figure 8. This image will be used to determine the NMS threshold
value and maximum nanocrystal size in section 4.1. This image
has a relatively homogeneous background and high contrast be-
tween nanocrystals and background, making it easy to manually
annotate the nanocrystals and to calibrate the proposed method.
Next, using these parameters the method will be applied on a test
set in section 4.2. The accuracy of the results on the test set is a
measure of the quality of the method proposed.

Since the nanocrystal size distribution of any sample is not
known a priori, there is no objective way to evaluate the per-
formance of such an analysis method. Therefore we compare
the results of our proposed method with a size distribution ob-
tained by manually annotating all nanocrystals in the image.
We assume that the nanocrystals annotated manually are cor-
rect, which implies that nanocrystals found automatically with
the NLoG method, but not manually are false positives and vice
versa are false negatives. The false positives and false negatives
can be expressed as percentages of the total number of nanocrys-
tals found with manual annotation in the image to indicate the
accuracy of the method. In addition to the accuracy in detect-
ing nanocrystals, there should not be a significant bias toward
smaller or larger nanocrystals detected. The nanocrystal diam-
eter found with the automated method should correspond with
the actual nanocrystal size. The obtained size distribution should
be accurate and represent the actual nanocrystal size distribution.
Therefore we compare the obtained size distribution with the size
distribution obtained from manual annotation of the nanocrys-
tals. We also compare the mean nanocrystal size and mean abso-
lute deviation of the size distribution. Additionally, we compare
the results of our method to results obtained by PEBBLES and a
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thresholding method. PEBBLES was used with MATLAB R2014a
and used according to the recommendations by Mondini et al.13

It was calibrated for all three images individually before running
the automated method. First 10 random nanocrystals were fitted
manually using the spherical quadratic model. Subsequently the
image was fit automatically with the same model, using the man-
ually fitted average equivalent diameter and delta as guess diam-
eter and delta value and a grid with default spacing, see Ref13.
For the threshold method, all pixels with intensity values smaller
than the threshold are considered to be part of a nanocrystal and
all other pixels are background. As with the NLoG method, the
threshold value was optimized for the validation image and sub-
sequently used to analyze the test set.

4.1 Validation
The NMS threshold value and the smallest and largest nanocrystal
radius are the three input parameters for the NLoG method. The
largest nanocrystal in the validation image, shown in figure 8, is
measured manually and is approximated to be 8 nm for the valida-
tion image. Setting a higher largest nanocrystal radius mainly in-

20 nm

Fig. 8 BF-TEM image used as validation image, taken at 35000×
magnification and pixel size of 0.379 nm.

creases computation time, but does not affect results significantly.
In order to determine the optimal NMS threshold and smallest
nanocrystal radius, these parameters were varied with the goal
of minimizing the sum of false positives and false negatives. The
minimum of the sum of false positives and false negatives for the
validation image is at a NMS threshold value of 0.203 and smallest

nanocrystal radius of 4 pixels.

4.2 Test set

Next, the optimized parameters obtained from the validation im-
age are applied on a test set, containing similar BF-TEM images.

4.2.1 Test image 1

The first is test image 1, taken at a lower magnification than
the validation image and shown in figure 9a. This image has a
background intensity gradient with a low-contrast region in the
bottom-left corner and it has three nanocrystal clusters, which
are encircled in white. The nanocrystals detected by the NLoG,
PEBBLES and threshold methods are encircled in figures 9b–d,
respectively. The NLoG method does not detect the nanocrystals
in the low-contrast part of the image, while both PEBBLES and
the threshold do detect some nanocrystals in this region. The
NLoG method detects nanocrystals in the rest of the image as
does PEBBLES. The thresholding method predominantly detects
nanocrystals in the bottom-left corner and few in the rest of the
image. NLoG correctly detects most nanocrystals in two of the
three nanocrystal clusters, while the other two methods do not
detect these nanocrystals.

The size distributions obtained by the manually annotated
nanocrystals and the NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold method
for test image 1 are shown in figure 10a–d, respectively. The
nanocrystal distribution from manual annotation shows a sin-
gle size distribution with an average size of approximately 4 nm.
Both the NLoG and PEBBLES methods detect only the upper part
of this size distribution. While PEBBLES shows a normal dis-
tribution, the NLoG method does not. Instead, it detected 270
nanocrystals with radii between 3.6 nm to 4.2 nm, corresponding
to the smallest scale in the sampled scale space. The size distribu-
tion obtained with the threshold differs most from the distribution
obtained by manual annotation.

The results of the different methods applied on test image 1 are
listed in table 1.∗ The number of detected nanocrystals is the sum
of correctly detected nanocrystals and false positives. The speed
is defined as the number of correctly detected nanocrystals, which
is the number of detected nanocrystals minus false positives, per
second. The NLoG method detected most nanocrystals out of the
three automated methods. It had the lowest number of false neg-
atives, but still this was 21 % of the total number of nanocrystals.
The mean nanocrystal radius measured by the NLoG method is

∗The number of detected nanocrystals plus false negatives minus false positives does
not (always) equal the number of detected nanocrystals using manual annotation.
This is caused by touching nanocrystals. If nanocrystals touch in manual annotation,
they are counted as a single nanocrystal. If they happen not to touch when detected
automatically, they are then counted as two separate nanocrystals. The other way
around can also occur.
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Fig. 9 (a) BF-TEM image used as test image 1, taken at 22500× magnification and pixel size of 0.576 nm. The three nanocrystal clusters are encircled
in white. (b) The image with nanocrystals encircled detected using the NLoG method using a sampled scale space corresponding to nanocrystal radii
of 4.6 nm to 8.6 nm (2.3 pixels to 8.6 pixels) and NMS threshold of 0.203, optimized for the validation image. (c) TEM image with nanocrystals encircled
detected using PEBBLES with guess diameter of 15.4 pixels, delta of −0.3937 and 99327 grid points spaced by 7.0. (d) TEM image with nanocrystals
encircled detected using threshold with value of 0.099 optimized for the validation image. Nanocrystals encircled green, yellow and red indicate
correctly detected nanocrystals, false positives and false negatives, respectively.
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Table 1 Results of manual annotation, NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold on test image 1

Method Detected False positives False negatives Mean r [nm] (error) Mean absolute dev. [nm] (error) Time [s] Speed [s−1]
Manual 770 - - 3.98 0.82 8820 0.09
NLoG 644 39 (5.1 %) 160 (21 %) 4.27 (7.3 %) 0.65 (21 %) 96 6.3
PEBBLES 284 3 (0.4 %) 483 (63 %) 5.18 (30 %) 0.59 (27 %) 10683 0.03
Threshold 576 75 (9.7 %) 333 (43 %) 3.84 (3.4 %) 2.03 (148 %) 0.5 938
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Fig. 10 Histogram of nanocrystal size distribution for test image 1,
obtained from manual annotation of nanocrystals (a), NLoG method (b),
PEBBLES (c) and threshold (d).

bigger than the mean radius obtained by manual annotation and
differs by 7.3 %. The mean absolute deviation obtained with the
NLoG method is closest to the one determined by manual anno-
tation. The fastest method is the thresholding, followed by the
NLoG method.

4.2.2 Test image 2

In the following we will analyze test image 2 (see figure 11a),
which was taken at a greater magnification than the validation
image. The nanocrystals detected by the NLoG, PEBBLES and
threshold methods are encircled in figures 11b–d, respectively.
The NLoG method correctly detects nanocrystals throughout the
image, but did not detect some of the nanocrystals near the top
edge of the image. PEBBLES did not detect a large number of
nanocrystals throughout the image.

The size distributions obtained by the manually annotated
nanocrystals and the NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold method
for test image 2 are shown in figure 12a–d, respectively. A
bimodal size distribution is obtained from manual annotation
and the NLoG method matches this bimodal distribution closely.
PEBBLES detected only nanocrystals with the smallest of the
two size distributions, missing the larger of the nanocrystals.
The thresholding method predominantly detected very small
nanocrystals.

The results of the different methods applied on test image 2
are listed in table 2. The NLoG method generated 5.0 % false pos-
itives, while PEBBLES did not generate any false positives. The
NLoG method had the lowest number of false negatives, however,
compared to PEBBLES and threshold. Both the mean nanocrys-
tal radius and mean absolute deviation obtained with the NLoG
method are closest to their values obtained from manual annota-
tion.

4.2.3 Test image 3

In order to illustrate the potential of the routine, we have also ap-
plied it on a more challenging image with irregular background
and lower contrast, shown in figure 13a. A low-contrast re-
gion in the lowest left corner of the image is encircled in white.
The nanocrystals detected by the NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold
methods are encircled in figures 13b–d, respectively. The NLoG
method performed reasonably well throughout the entire image,
except for the low-contrast region. The number of false negatives
for PEBBLES is considerably higher, but the method detected
nanocrystals throughout the image, including the low-contrast re-
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Fig. 11 (a) BF-TEM image used as test image 2, taken at 63000× magnification and pixel size of 0.207 nm. (b) The image with nanocrystals encircled
detected using the NLoG method using a sampled scale space corresponding to nanocrystal radii of 0.83 nm to 7.88 nm (4 pixels to 38 pixels) and NMS
threshold of 0.203, optimized for the validation image. (c) TEM image with nanocrystals encircled detected using PEBBLES with guess diameter of
23 pixels, delta of −0.0073 and 40392 grid points spaced by 11.0. (d) TEM image with nanocrystals encircled detected using threshold with value of
0.099 optimized for the validation image. Nanocrystals encircled green, yellow and red indicate correctly detected nanocrystals, false positives and
false negatives, respectively.
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Table 2 Results of manual annotation, NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold on test image 2

Method Detected False positives False negatives Mean r [nm] (error) Mean absolute dev. [nm] (error) Time [s] Speed [s−1]
Manual 140 - - 3.70 1.26 1800 0.08
NLoG 127 7 (5.0 %) 19 (14 %) 3.79 (2.5 %) 1.43 (14 %) 694 0.17
PEBBLES 8 0 (0.0 %) 133 (95 %) 3.10 (16.2 %) 0.31 (75 %) 4326 0.002
Threshold 162 21 (15 %) 53 (38 %) 3.48 (5.9 %) 1.26 (151 %) 0.1 1382
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Fig. 12 Histogram of nanocrystal size distribution for test image 2,
obtained from manual annotation of nanocrystals (a), NLoG method (b),
PEBBLES (c) and threshold (d).

gion. The threshold method detected all nanocrystals correctly in
the low-contrast region, but also generated most false positives.
For the rest of the image, the threshold method detected some of
the nanocrystals correctly.

The size distributions obtained by the manually annotated
nanocrystals and the NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold method
for test image 3 are shown in figure 14a–d, respectively. The
nanocrystal distribution from manual annotation shows a single
size distribution with an average size of approximately 3.6 nm.
The NLoG method detected significantly more smaller sized
nanocrystals than obtained from manual annotation, while the
histograms match reasonably well for the larger nanocrystals.
PEBBLES detected only the larger nanocrystals in the size distri-
bution. The size distribution obtained with the threshold differs
most from the distribution obtained by manual annotation.

The results of the different methods applied on test image 3
are listed in table 3. The NLoG method generated 47 % false pos-
itives, while PEBBLES did not generate any false positives. The
NLoG method had the lowest number of false negatives, however,
compared to PEBBLES and threshold. Both the mean nanocrys-
tal radius and mean absolute deviation obtained with the NLoG
method are closest to their values obtained from manual annota-
tion.

4.2.4 Nanocrystal slicing correction

The effect of nanocrystal slicing will be demonstrated on test im-
age 2, since it was obtained at highest magnification of the test
set and has a high contrast. Nanocrystal size distributions are typ-
ically considered to be log-normally distributed,3,8 so in order to
correct for slicing, the size distribution obtained by manual anno-
tation was fit with a bimodal log-normal distribution, described
by:

L(r) = p
1

rs1
√

2π
exp

[
− (lnr−µ1)

2

2s2
1

]
+

(1− p)
1

rs2
√

2π
exp

[
− (lnr−µ2)

2

2s2
2

]
. (19)

The histogram of nanocrystal sizes obtained by manual annota-
tion for test image 2 and the histogram with nanocrystal sizes
corrected for slicing are shown in figure 15. There is a distinct
difference in the shape of the nanocrystal size distribution after
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Fig. 13 (a) BF-TEM image used as test image 3, taken at 52000× magnification and pixel size of 0.254 nm. The low-contrast region is encircled in
white. (b) The image with nanocrystals encircled detected using the NLoG method using a sampled scale space corresponding to nanocrystal radii of
1.02 nm to 5.85 nm (4 pixels to 23 pixels) and NMS threshold of 0.203, optimized for the validation image. (c) TEM image with nanocrystals encircled
detected using PEBBLES with guess diameter of 39 pixels, delta of −0.0052 and 13608 grid points spaced by 19.0. (d) TEM image with nanocrystals
encircled detected using threshold with value of 0.099 optimized for the validation image. Nanocrystals encircled green, yellow and red indicate
correctly detected nanocrystals, false positives and false negatives, respectively.

Table 3 Results of manual annotation, NLoG, PEBBLES and threshold on test image 3

Method Detected False positives False negatives Mean r [nm] (error) Mean absolute dev. [nm] (error) Time [s] Speed [s−1]
Manual 390 - - 3.59 1.10 4500 0.09
NLoG 499 183 (47 %) 76 (19 %) 3.08 (14 %) 1.10 (0.3 %) 312 1.01
PEBBLES 19 0 (0 %) 370 (95 %) 5.93 (65 %) 0.52 (53 %) 2653 0.007
Threshold 475 203 (52 %) 219 (56 %) 2.21 (39 %) 1.84 (68 %) 0.2 1388
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Fig. 14 Histogram of nanocrystal size distribution for test image 3,
obtained from manual annotation of nanocrystals (a), NLoG method (b),
PEBBLES (c) and threshold (d).
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Fig. 15 (a) Histogram of uncorrected, apparent nanocrystal radii r for
test image 2, obtained by manual annotation. (b) Histogram of the
log-normal size distribution of real radii R that would, after correcting for
slicing, best fit the measured apparent radii distribution. The sample
thickness is assumed to be 25 nm, which is the sample target thickness
during this sample’s preparation.

correcting for nanocrystal slicing. The distribution parameters of
the measured and corrected nanocrystal sizes are listed in table 4.

Table 4 Distribution parameters of measured apparent nanocrystal radii
r and corrected real radii R on test image 2

Radius Measured r Corrected R
p [-] 0.476 0.399
µ1 [nm] 0.864 0.893
s1 [nm] 0.161 0.095
µ2 [nm] 1.57 1.59
s2 [nm] 0.180 0.185
Mean [nm] 3.70 3.96
Mean absolute deviation [nm] 1.26 1.26

The mean nanocrystal radius after correction for nanocrystal
slicing is 7.1 % larger than the measured mean nanocrystal ra-
dius, while the mean absolute deviation after correction does not
change significantly. Furthermore, the relative contribution of
the bigger nanocrystals increased after correction, indicated by
a lower p.

5 Discussion
Applying the three automated nanocrystal detection and measur-
ing methods on the image test set, we can observe that all three
methods have their own strengths and weaknesses. The thresh-
old method is faster by at least two orders of magnitude than
the fastest of the other methods. Its accuracy in false positives
and false negatives and its accuracy in mean nanocrystal size and
mean absolute deviation is low, however. Furthermore, the shape
of the size distribution histograms differs most from the size dis-
tributions obtained by manual annotation.
PEBBLES is slowest for the images and settings used, even

slower than manual annotation. It generated a negligible number
of false positives, but the number of false negatives was highest of
all methods in all test images. For all test images, the accuracy of
PEBBLES in mean nanocrystal size was worst. For the unimodally
distributed nanocrystal sizes of test image 1, its accuracy in mean
absolute deviation was worse than the NLoG method, but not as
bad as the threshold method. The histogram shape for test im-
age 1 is similar to the one obtained by manual annotation, albeit
right-shifted by approximately 1 nm. For test image 2, containing
bimodally distributed nanocrystal sizes, PEBBLES failed to detect
the larger nanocrystals. This resulted in 95 % false negatives and
an error of 151 % for the mean absolute deviation. For test image
3 PEBBLES failed to detect the smaller nanocrystals, also result-
ing in 95 % false negatives.

The NLoG method performed best with regards to accuracy of
mean nanocrystal size and mean absolute deviation for all three
test images and for test image 2 it accurately captured the his-
togram shape of the nanocrystal size distribution. It did not per-
form as well for test image 1, however. Although it detected a
number of the small nanocrystals, it overestimated their sizes.
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This is caused by the input parameters used in the NLoG method
and the difference in pixel size between the validation image and
this specific test image. The relevant NLoG input parameter for
this case is the smallest value in the sampled scale space. Together
with the NMS threshold this parameter distinguishes the smallest
nanocrystals from background noise. A too small value would
cause the method to falsely detect noise as nanocrystals, but a
too large value will cause the method to fail to detect the smallest
nanocrystals, or still detect them at a greater scale. The latter hap-
pened in test image 1. The NLoG method was optimized for an
image at relatively high magnification, so the nanocrystals in that
image are of relatively large sizes in pixels. The smallest value in
the sampled scale space could therefore be relatively large, min-
imizing false positives. Applying these parameters on test image
1, with lower magnification and relatively small nanocrystals in
pixels, resulted in many of the smallest nanocrystals being de-
tected at the smallest scale in the sampled scale space. How-
ever, although the NLoG method performed worse in test image
1, its results were comparable or better than the other automated
methods used. For test image 1 the magnification is so low that
the smallest nanocrystals are of similar size as noise fluctuations.
In that case the NLoG method does not perform very well. How-
ever, such a low magnification makes all methods of nanocrystal
detection difficult, including manual annotation. For test image 3,
the NLoG method captured the histogram shape of the nanocrys-
tal size distribution reasonably well, although it falsely detected
too many smaller-sized nanocrystals. Note that because of the
greater sample thickness used for this image, its contrast is con-
siderably worse and there is an increased probability of overlap-
ping nanocrystals. This makes the analysis significantly harder,
not only for the automated routines, but also for manual anno-
tation. Since manual annotation is used as a benchmark for the
routine’s performance, uncertainty in the manual annotation’s re-
sults, leads to greater uncertainty in the performance of the eval-
uated routines.

For the test image set we find that a greater TEM image magni-
fication leads to increased accuracy for the NLoG method. How-
ever, this effect is expected to be limited, since the number of
nanocrystals captured is lower for greater magnifications, increas-
ing the statistical error of the obtained size distribution. Further-
more, the contrast generated in HR-TEM images is different from
BF-TEM images. The contrast due to lattice fringes will dominate
in HR-TEM images instead of the high-contrast black nanocrystals
seen in BF-TEM images, possibly decreasing the effectiveness of
the NLoG method. This may imply that there is an optimal mag-
nification range for TEM images, in order to achieve the highest
possible accuracy for the NLoG method. However, this is beyond
the scope of this article.

Also note that although all TEM images were taken from the
same sample, the obtained size distributions differ significantly.

Since we have no reason to expect sample inhomogeneity, this
difference is attributed to the different magnifications used dur-
ing imaging and the related pixel sizes. Test image 1, taken at
22500× magnification, shows a unimodal size distribution. The
pixel size for this image is 0.576 nm, which means that the small-
est nanocrystals, with diameters of 1 nm to 2 nm will span only
2 to 4 pixels. Such small features are easily lost in background
noise. This implies that an image with such a magnification is
ill-suited to measure the smallest of the nanocrystals, leading to
a distortion of the obtained size distribution. In contrast, test
image 2 shows a bimodal nanocrystal size distribution. This im-
age was taken at a greater magnification of 63000× and has a
pixel size of 0.207 nm. This means that nanocrystals with 1 nm
to 2 nm diameter show up as features of 5 to 10 pixels, which
makes them much easier to distinguish from background noise.
Since the magnification of test image 3 is greater than that of
test image 1, its size distribution should be more accurate. How-
ever, the contrast and background inhomogeneity is significantly
worse, making it harder to correctly distinguish nanocrystals from
background noise and possibly distorting the obtained size distri-
bution with false positives and false negatives.

We stress that it is very difficult, if not impossible to obtain the
true size distribution from TEM images. Slicing nanocrystals al-
ters the apparent size distribution and it is very hard to objectively
detect and correctly measure all nanocrystals in an image. Man-
ual annotation leads to a user bias and is time-consuming. The
NLoG method leads to comparable results and takes significantly
less time. For test image 2 we analytically corrected the nanocrys-
tal size distribution for nanocrystal slicing. We find that the error
in mean absolute deviation by the NLoG method is larger than the
error induced by slicing, but the error for the mean size is smaller
for the NLoG method than induced by slicing.

The NLoG method was optimized and tested for BF-TEM im-
ages, but can also be optimized for dark-field or high-resolution
TEM images.

6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the NLoG method to quickly detect and
measure nanocrystals in a TEM image to obtain the nanocrystal
size distribution with minimum user input. The method uses a
convolution of the TEM image with NLoG filters. Furthermore,
we show that the input parameters for this method can be opti-
mized for one image and can then be applied to similar images
with comparable or smaller pixel sizes, leading to accurate re-
sults. We compared the accuracy and speed of this method with
other methods used in literature and the proposed method per-
formed comparable or better in the image test set. Furthermore,
we have developed an analytical correction for the effect of slic-
ing nanocrystals during TEM sample preparation on the apparent
nanocrystal size distribution. We derived an equation for the ap-
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parent nanocrystal size for a given real nanocrystal size. Assum-
ing a certain nanocrystal distribution shape, this equation can be
used to fit a real nanocrystal size distribution from a measured
apparent size distribution.
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